[Criteria for evaluating the effective work of a tuberculosis hospital, accounting, and software].
The hospital stage is by right basic in the treatment of patients with tuberculosis. Hospitalization meets two challenges: 1) controlled treatment of a patient and 2) his isolation from healthy individuals. However, the analysis of the efficiency of hospital work only by resource characteristics does not reflect the actual volume and rate of delivered antituberculous care. A check of the work of tuberculosis hospitals in the Chelyabinsk Region has shown a number of unsolved questions requiring a detailed analysis and managerial decision making. At present, there is a need for an exact calculation of the number of specialized tuberculosis beds, their conversion, as well as, to make the most use of all available therapeutic and diagnostic capacities of tuberculosis-controlling service of the subject of the Russian Federation, for the development of a regional route for a tuberculosis patient on the basis of the adopted health care standards.